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In 2020, as the coronavirus pandemic unfolded, BC saw a surge in anti-Asian racism. There was also an 
intense focus on anti-Black racism and institutional violence toward 
Black and Indigenous people. What should the BCGEU do to challenge racism and build a union and 
province that is just, equitable and inclusive? 
 
Since the arrival of settlers, colonization and systemic racism have caused violence, genocide and 
displacement on Turtle Island, which the events of the past year have amplified and made visible. Last 
year at my workplace, a group of coworkers and I advocated for all peer positions (filled by people with 
lived experience of substance use) to be paid the same as non-peer staff, and our collective call was 
answered by management. As most peer staff at the time were Indigenous, the pay gap was racialized 
and an injustice that Indigenous staff had called out for many, many years. The lesson I learned is an old 
one: the voices of BIPOC are often ignored or dismissed, while white people’s voices are favoured. As a 
white settler I have a responsibility to ensure I am using my voice to hold up the work of BIPOC, and the 
BCGEU is similarly well positioned to build collective power around racial justice.  
 
In my role as shop steward, a specific barrier to racial equity I have observed is the weighting of seniority 
in hiring processes. Although seniority rewards commitment and creates security for existing workers, 
an unintended impact in some worksites is the maintenance of an almost entirely white staff as existing 
white staff to secure promotion after promotion (including myself) while there are more qualified 
external BIPOC applicants. To address this, the BCGEU could advocate for changes in the next bargaining 
negotiations to decrease the weighting of seniority so that external applicants have a chance, while also 
encouraging employers to ask questions about applicant commitment to anti-racist practices in 
interviews.  
 
Similarly, the shop steward role relies on unpaid labour generally outside of one’s regular work hours 
and therefore isn’t accessible to many, many people (for example: casual staff and single parents). If we 
are to facilitate anti-racist workplaces, we must ensure that the shop steward role is filled by people 
with a range of experiences. Offering anti-racism, trans-inclusive, anti-colonial and gender inclusive 
training to existing stewards would expand our capacity to give meaningful and empathetic 
representation, which would create a work environment that is more responsive to the needs of people 
of colour (as well as other marginalized identities). 
 
Finally, many staff have brought up the need for access to counselling services through the benefits plan 
because of the deeply emotionally intensive work and high rates of traumatic events in the Community 
Health Component. This is arguably necessary for creating safe and sustainable workplaces for all staff, 
but is especially important when considering that BIPOC are dealing with racism at work in addition to 
already challenging work. As BCGEU workplaces do the long term work of becoming more equitable, 
access to quality mental health support is a necessary harm reduction measure while anti-racist 
workspaces are actualized.   
 
In using its strategic location as a large organization representing many workers, I believe the BCGEU can 
make changes which tangibly shift power in workplaces and build more collective commitment to racial 
justice. 
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